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gain factor 1.4
gain factor 2

gain factor 2

gain factor 1.6

(Pe-=80%, Pe+=60%)  (Pe-=80%, Pe+ =30%)Comparison with (Pe- =80%, Pe+ =0) estimated gain factor when

Physics with polarized beams
Cross section enhanced or reduced

Positron Polarization important
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ILC at 500 GeV CLIC at 1500 GeV
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Two changes effecting polarization:
1) Undulator for positron production is at the end of the linac.
2) Location of the upstream polarimeter is now separated from the machine protection collimator, 

skew correction and emittance measurement.
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Can polarization at 250GeV be increased above 22% by accepting fewer low energy positrons? 
Studies needed!
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(b) Compton edge energy dependence on 
beam energy.

Polarimetry uses Compton differential cross section on Compton edge

(a) Compton differential cross section versus 
scattered electron energy for same (red curve) 
and opposite (green curve) helicity configuration 
of laser photon and beam electron. 

The beam energy is 250 GeV and the laser photon energy is 2.3 eV.
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Schematic of the upstream polarimeter chicane.
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Schematic of a single gas tube (left) and the complete hodoscope array 
covering the tapered exit window (right) as foreseen for the Cherekov 
detectors of both polarimeters.
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Optical functions and vertical momentum dispersion Dy in the 14 mrad extraction line 
from IP to the dump, shown for the 250 GeV nominal disrupted beam. 

Downstream extraction line Polarimeter

Goal for Polarimeter Accuracy is <0.25%
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Schematic of the ILC extraction line diagnostics for the energy 
spectrometer and the Compton polarimeter.
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Machine-Detector Interface Issues

BDS and Polarimeter Alignment

CLIC bend = 16.7 rad gives spin = 28.3 mrad and cos ( spin) =0.9996
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Proposal: Add feedback system to keep orbit angle the same at the upstream 

polarimeter, interaction region and the downstream polarimeter.
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The physics of the Compton scattering process is well understood in QED, with radiative
corrections less than 0.1%
Detector backgrounds are easy to measure and correct for by using laser off pulses;
Polarimetry data can be taken simulatanously with physics data;
The Compton scattering rate is high and small statistical errors can be achieved in a short amount 

of time (sub-1% precision in one minute is feasible);
The laser helicity can be selected on a pulse-by-pulse basis;
The laser polarization is readily determined with 0.1% accuracy.

Uncertainty
dP/P

Detector Analyzing Power 0.2%

Detector Linearity 0.1%

Laser Polarization 0.1%

Electronic Noise and 
Background Subtraction

0.05%

TOTAL 0.25%

Systematic Errors

Expected Polarimeter Systematic Errors
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The Blondel scheme

With 860 fb-1 of luminosity, the error on Pe- ~ 0.1% and the error on Pe+ ~ 0.2%.
Requires Positron Polarization
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New Baseline:
• Undulator for positron production is at the end of the linac giving 30% polarized positrons at 150GeV 
and ~22% at 250GeV.
• Spin rotations systems for both electrons and positrons

Does not have positron helicity flip randomly pulse train to pulse train
• Upstream and downstream polarimeters for both electrons and positrons. Both upstream and 
downstream polarimeters required. Physics benefit of having both polarimeters justifies $(10 to 15) 
million cost for either.

Positron polarization of 30% improves physics reach (factor 2 in some reactions)
Positron helicity flip important for systematic error reduction.

Upstream Polarimeter
Location of the upstream polarimeter is now separated from the machine protection collimator, skew 
correction and emittance measurement.

Downstream Polarimeter
The extraction line with six magnets improves the acceptance of the Compton scattered electrons. This 
allows detection over a larger part of the Compton electron energy spectra. The backscattered 
electrons are further away from the beam pipe by ~10 cm. 

Feedback
Orbit through Compton IPs and e+e- IP needs active feedback to maintain orbit angle to ~25 m.

Conclusions


